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THE EDITORIAL BOARD
Hola wonderful people!
We at Campus Caravan have created something that we hope
makes a difference in the way things function. Campus caravan
is a cumulative effort of a family we've built in a very short span
of time.

GAYATHRI MENON

MANYA SHARMA

This edition takes you on a wondrous joyride with a plethora of
impassioned and interesting stories: The Backpacker’s Journal,
our travel column highlights one of our writer’s experience with
The Advanced Mountaineering course;
The StandPoint is a space where strong viewpoints find a way to
get inked- this time the notion of external intervention
undergoes subtle scrutiny. The forum for debate expands with
two thought-provoking pieces - ‘Stumped Trump’ and our
Opinion column on the Brexit issue.
Gain insight on staying fit this fall, acing exams through time
management and wooing the one you’ve had a crush on for a long
time (YES, you got that right ) .

Our writers have also compiled a survival guide for all the
Freshmen out there, born out of first-hand experience.
Relive the fun and frenzy of Fresher’s night ’16 with our Cover
Story and be sure to check out our Halloween-special article ‘The Scary Plight of Horror Movies’. We also have a detailed
evaluation of MAX Healthcare.
We'd like to express our gratitude to the student community
for their enthusiastic response to our community-led
column, Creative Capers and their quality work.
We've expanded our team and it was an extremely difficult task
to select our new members, The Neophytes’16. We now have a
team of 28 young fresh minds ready to take this venture
forward.

SOMYA ARORA

We welcome suggestions from all our enthusiastic readers in the
SNU community, so that we can create editions that cater to
your tastes and satiate your need to be updated with everything
SNU.
Do send in
your concerns and measures for
improvement, as we at Campus Caravan strive to build a
strong platform to voice your issues.
Our excited team is waiting to hear from you, and we are sure
there is something in the paper for everybody.
Happy Reading!

TANMAYA MURTHY
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STANDPOINT
By [Ritwik Kumar]

The Bad Samaritans
“We created this vacuum, by not paying attention to what was
happening in Iraq or what happened in Syria with the
extremists who were developing base of operations there, and
this is what produced the ISIS we’re confronting today”, said
former US Defence Secretary of State, Leon Panetta.
If one were to trace the source of this vacuum, it wouldn’t take long to realise that the
instability in the Middle-East, specifically in the region of Iraq is a result of the so called
“war on terror”, initiated by the Bush regime in the aftermath of 9/11 attacks. Strangely
however, none of the perpetrators of the attacks were from Iraq, nor had any known
affiliations from it. A Chilcot report revealed that intelligence on weapons of mass
destruction was exaggerated to justify going to war in Iraq, a war that was fought by the
US, UK, Poland and Australia.

This is a case in point, a similar trend can be observed in many such cases, where
external intervention had taken place in a country, the regime wash pushed out, and the
country fell in turmoil, spiralling it into a much worse situation than before. The basic
argument being, that no external body/country will intervene in a nation without having
something to gain from it. A CNN article points out how “Before the 2003 invasion,
Iraq’s domestic oil industry was fully nationalised and closed to Western Oil companies.
A decade of war later, it is largely privatised and utterly dominated by foreign firms”.
This is not to say intervention cannot be instrumental in restoring ‘peace’ in a region, it
simply means that there is no neutral party to make sure that it happens with the sole
benefit of the recipient in mind.

Often, people argue that the United Nations is neutral, and has only global
harmony in mind whenever it chooses to act. However, even in cases where the
UN intervenes, it is done with the approval of the council, where five countries
have a veto, and none of them will vote if they have anything to lose. A very
prevalent problem in places where UN sends its forces is now being called
“peacekeeper babies”, where the security force personnel impregnate women in
conflict areas, and leave them to take care of the child, often leaving them in worse
positions than when they intervened.
In August 2015, close to 1,000 troops were expelled, among them being the entire
contingent of Democratic Republic of Congo. External intervention will always
result in more problems than it tries to solve, as is visible in the case of Iraq.
source:www.fuelfreedom.org
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The SCARY plight of Horror Movies
By [Maria Siddiqui]

As a hardcore movie buff and a horror movie fanatic, believe it or not, the
degrading quality of modern horror is a very pressing issue for me. Although
there are occasional releases that absolutely blow me away, the truth is-for
every installment of The Conjuring, I end up watching 5 Paranormal Activities,
now that is what is scary. If you also agree and feel troubled, sit down, take a
deep breath and hear me rant about it.
First let us address the very basic question of what exactly is horror- is it just
the typical haunted house movie dealing with ghosts and demons? Not really,
horror acts as an umbrella for a range of movies- creature features, psychothrillers, science-fiction, psychological thrillers (personal favourite) etc. But these
days, writers and studios resort to lazy and unimaginative story-telling in this
genre with immense potential for criticism and nit-picking. This is where I come
in!
I will, however, not be indulging in modern-day horror in Bollywood, uhhmm,
for obvious reasons (I have a word limit to abide by)!
So let the bashing begin-

CHEAP JUMP-SCARES and CLICHÉD CHARACTERS
Long silences and a loud booming noise with sudden movements on the
screen- sounds familiar? That is pretty much every horror film these days. Jump
scares are a sure-shot way to startle audiences but a cheap one too. They do
not make us invest in characters or further the plot but just extract a
biological reflex out of us. A ninety minute movie should skillfully set a
disturbing mood and take its time to brew the suspense before it releases the
pressure in the climax, like a nice cup of tea. Instead most films are merely a
series of jump scares minus a concrete plot or prominent characters.
Most of these characters are generic and one-dimensioned. Each one exists
to serve one single purpose to the story-the one who will die first, the one who
does not believe, the overtly superstitious one, the one who will be possessed, the
one who will survive. That pretty much sums up the sad story I am attempting
to weave.

THE SEQUEL AND REMAKE CULTURE

There have been various instances where there was no story to be told but
just a movie with a potential to be ruined and we were given notorious
remakes like The Nightmare on Elm Street (2010), Psycho (1998) and The Fog
(2005).
Then there were films like Saw (7 installments) and Paranormal Activity (6
installments) that used the low-budget, high-grossing formula to create a
franchise with absurd number of installments, each progressively worse.
Immense credit goes to the found footage sub-genre that is an easy moneymaking technique for low-budget studios (The Blair Witch Project, REC).

AUDIENCE EXPECTATIONS
A highly overlooked dimension of this cinematic catastrophe would
be the audience expectation. As addicts to a staple diet of VFX-fed
visuals (Godzilla) and cheap jump scares (Annabelle), most viewers
are incapable of enjoying movies that take their time to set up a
gory tone. They build up tension through subtle metaphors and
conversation, colour palettes, soundtracks and primarily character
building. Instead we crave instant gratification and lack the patience
to appreciate the looming terror and constant fear these movies
tend to create as an alternative to jump scares, slowly allowing us to
penetrate the psyche of the characters. This could be the reason
that films like The Babadook or The Village by M. Night Shyamalan
were such a disappointment for audiences.
This does not mean that we should only relish such psychological
thrillers. Two of my favourite horror films are The Conjuring and
Insidious which heavily rely on jump scares as a scare tactic. But they
are employed in a masterful way by James Wan. They feel earned,
impacting us differently and more severely each time with a lot at
stake.
GENRE GONE WRONG
These movies are enjoyable and highly entertaining but not as
horror films but as unintentional comedies. If you want to have a
good laugh, watch these unconvincing horror movies that take
themselves so seriously despite being terrible that it is hilarious. My
favourites would be M. Night Shyamalan’s The Happening and Robin
Hardy’s The Wicker man.
All said and done, here’s to hoping we can expect more refined and
unconventional cinema in this genre in the near future. Till then grab
a pack of popcorns, grab a friend, dim the lights and enjoy some of
my favourite horror movies. Disclaimer: not for the faint-hearted!
•
Jaws
•

Black Swan

•

The Evil Dead

•

Orphan

•

Insidious

•

Oculus
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Opinion : Stumped Trump
By [Jaligama Rohith]

“I will be the greatest jobs
president that God ever
created. I tell you that I’ll

From political punch line to
frontline candidate for the
P. O . T. U . S . o f f i c e , h i s

focused on other candidates
who showed promise, like
Ted Cruz. 12 months later,

candidature has been nothing
short of eventful.

however Trump seems to
have overcome the
skepticism by becoming the
frontrunner for presidency,
from the republican side. He
has campaigned all over the
country to full auditoriums
with people waiting in line
for hours to catch a glimpse
of the man who promises to
“Make America Great
Again”. Trump boasts a

www.wsj.com

bring back our jobs from
China, from Mexico, from
Japan, from so many places.
I’ll bring back our jobs and
I’ll bring back our money.”
When someone puts it so
eloquently, it is hard to
disagree. However, when
that someone is Donald John
Trump, aka “The Donald”, it
gets hard to take it seriously.

The Trump train has been a
spectacular train wreck, to
put it lightly. When the
republican candidate first
announced his run for
presidency in June, 2015,
even the republican
establishment kept their
distance from the “erratic
businessman” and instead,
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considerable fan following, owing to his self proclaimed
honesty and ability to speak without mincing words, which admittedly, is true. Trump
is also an elite businessman with dominion over 100 enterprises ranging from casinos
to office buildings.
But all has not been smooth sailing for the swashbuckling debonair as his highly
nationalistic and pro-capitalist statements successfully put him off for many from the
99%. His sensationalist and politically incorrect remarks have ignited many antiTrump rallies with protestors risking arrest just to question his divisive propaganda.
Trump policies have been mostly unconventional, to say the least. He promises to
rebuild infrastructure, which any politician worth his money promises. His other
policies, however, aren’t so common.
His stand on immigrants has been highly criticized for being racist and bigoted,
because his anti immigrant policies include building a wall along the southern border
to “keep the Mexicans out”. Trump has been on record multiple times, arguing against
immigrants, especially Mexicans, even saying
“But you have people coming in, and not just Mexicans, I’m talking about people that
are from all over that are killers and rapists and they’re coming into this country.”
He has some strong anti-terror policies which have him lobbying for a database
system for Muslims. Keeping in touch with the racist remarks, he also wants to have
surveillance of mosques, to ensure no “terrorist activities can take place”.
Trump has been very vocal about his pro-gun policies, and is of the opinion that a
terrorist shooting can be easily be dealt with is everyone in the area has a gun to shoot
the terrorist with.
Trump’s numbers have been more than impressive, leading the charts consistently. A
probable reason for this is that it’s because he is on the news all the time. He is on the
news because the news love headlines and The Donald is just that, great click-bait.
Apart from all this, Trump has been on record saying vaccines are nonsense, climate
change is a hoax, and that all Latinos are criminals. He also doesn’t know the
difference between Hamas and Hezbollah and still thinks he can get México to pay for
that wall.
To someone who doesn’t know who Trump is, think a western Admiral General
Aladeen. Not sure is President Trump is aladeen or aladeen, but the Trump dump has
sure got us stumped.
50 State Guide - eReferenceDesk.com
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Get Fit this Fall
By [Aarushi Joshi]

Excuses and popular statements debunked!
1) Got no time: One of the most notorious excuses of all time. well, you can’t use this one
anymore. Even if you have 15 minutes you can complete a metabolism boosting workout
with the help of various fitness apps. After reviewing several, Nike training club or NTC
from nike plus is the winner. Body weight exercises or weight training exercises are
available.

Source: Puma #doyou

2) I can’t diet for this: It's okay, you don't have to. Just eat mindfully. two words, portion
control. Eat chips, eat cake but just limit the amount of calorie rich foods you eat. A
small habit that goes a long way. For someone who is just starting out, if you don't allow
yourself this little luxury you’ll end up binge eating which is worse.
3) I can’t gym, I like the outdoors: Great ! Walking upto 10,000 steps a day can lead to
steady loss in weight and power walking has scientifically shown to burn off more belly
fat. How about jogging or running? which leads me to the next point…

apple graphics

4) I can’t run or jog:
There is nothing like you
can’t! There is a way to
start. Pace yourself. For
beginners, start walking
fast with intervals of slow
walking, then move on to
jog at a steady pace with
intervals of walking.
Then start jogging at a
faster speed. After this
increase your speed periodically at your own liking.
5) I just cannot gym: Alright, listen up. Not all of
us can look as good as
Jen Selter while working
out right away. It takes a
lot of hard work and
training to get that body
we’ve always yearned
for.
Source: Puma #doyou

Don’t be embarrassed to workout in front of others who look fitter than you and do their reps with ideal
form. You’re a winner for at least starting your journey to fitness and your presence will motivate others too.

Source: Puma #doyou
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Listen to the tips…
1) HIIT: High intensity interval training is the best way to burn off fat. And for those of
you who do not have time, this should be an ideal workout. Some HIIT circuits require
to be completed in 15 minutes. Once you're done, your body continues to burn fat for a
few hours after your workout.
2) Boredom, the enemy: We eat when we’re bored, that’s a fact. So keep bananas or apples
in your room to reduce the hunger pangs offset by extreme boredom.

Source: Puma #doyou

3) Try Tabata: Named after the researcher who discovered it to be the most efficient way
for athletes to train, It requires 20 seconds of extremely high intensity exercise and 10
seconds of rest afterwards. One has to do 8 rounds of this to maximise the aerobic and
anaerobic benefits. A short workout that boosts metabolism and results in calorie burn
hours afterwards.
4) Plan: Before going to the gym decide which muscle group you want to train, have a
clear idea of which exercises you will be doing. Structure your workouts and have a goal
to work towards.

5) Rest day: Do not underestimate the importance of a rest day. While training our muscles
undergo tears, we need to ensure that we give enough time to our muscles to repair
themselves. Else we will lose more muscle than gain.
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AMC Days
By - [Aarushi Joshi]

(In collaboration with Musafir: The SNU Adventure Club)
The Advanced Mountaineering
course that I recently came back
from was no easy feat. It started off
the way the Basic course usually
did. Our course was divided into
Rock craft, Snow craft and Ice
craft, this threefold training would
prepare us to make a summit
attempt to Draupadi Ka Danda 2
(5670m).
This was something I had dreamt
of two years back when I was
doing my Basic Course. I always
thought my seniors were so tough
and the way they did things
seemed so effortless. Well,
Advanced course needed more
than one’s maximum potential. It
needed sweat, tears and yes some
of us even bled for it (from the
blisters we acquired on our fingers
during rock craft techniques). The
course was definitely not for the
faint hearted.

We had so much packed into one
day. For the first 7 days we trekked
9 kms to our rock craft training
area “Tekhla” after the strenuous
sweaty and steep trek we had to
partake in 6 hours of rigorous rock
craft training. By the time we
reached campus at 5pm we were
ready to succumb to the fatigue
and by 9 pm we would all be fast
asleep. This training contributed
significantly to what lay ahead of
us. We had to let go of all our
worldly possessions (basically
phone) on the 4th of june and
prepare for our long trek to the
base camp.
I knew the drill well and I knew
the hardship that we were about to
face over the next few days. The
trek to Tela was a real test of our
strength, endurance and stamina.
With a treacherously steep route
through the forests bordering
Bhuki village in Uttarkashi and our
bags weighing us down by 20 extra
kilos we somehow kept our pace
and surprisingly reached soon
enough. We had outdone ourselves
reaching in a mere 3.5 hours. (note:
in Basic we took 5 hours) We had
literally marched up the hill due to
our instructors who were bent on
toughening us up before we
reached camp 1 and our final
destination, the peak. “1 2 1 2” we
marched up.
The following day we were to pack
up camp and head for Jungle camp.

Unfortunately throughout our 28
day long ordeal we weren't treated
to very good weather. There was a
cloud burst and what followed was
days of rain, drizzle and even hail
at times. The trek to jungle camp
went by like a breeze and we were
all set before the rain came pouring
down.

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Appalachian_Mountain_Club

Next up we had to camp in the
beautiful meadows of Gujjar Huts.
The Gujjars are the only human
inhabitants of the place who leave
in the winter months and are kind
enough to provide fresh buffalo
curd for us in the summer months
in exchange for a few essential
medicines. This setting had
charged all of us up and we
couldn't wait to visit our Base
Camp where we were to stay for 4
days to revise our basic ice craft
techniques at the Dokrani Bamak
glacier.
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On our way to the ice wall I was
shocked to witness global warming
at work. The glacier had receded
by kilometres. We had to make our
way down the worst routes
imaginable over the moraine
(rocky remains of glacier) with our
hearts pounding and our minds
hoping we don't slip and fall down
the steep slopes.
Our 5 hour training was dragging
on forever and we had revised
every single basic technique that
had been taught. I could feel the
nails in my toes digging into my
skin because of the sheer force of
the Koflachs (snow boots) and
crampons hitting the ice wall.
(black ice is harder to train on as it
also has a mixture of rock and rock
dust). The ice wall was already
melting more, and with it our will
to keep practicing. Finally, after a
gruelling session, it was time to go
back.
After theoretical classes at base
camp and planning out our own
ration we had to board a load ferry
wherein we had to carry all our
food items and technical
equipment to the next camp
(advanced base camp) because it is
humanly impossible to carry that
much load uphill in one day and in
time (before it rains). I wanted it to
end.
It was difficult for some of us to
breathe. A mountaineer needs will
power, before fitness, before
experience, It is most difficult to
control one’s own mind. I focused
on my breathing and watched one

foot go in-front of the other and
managed to pace myself.
We stayed at Advanced base camp
for a total of 6 days. Advanced ice
craft training had begun. This
occurred in the lap of the peak
itself. Halfway to camp one at
15,500 feet we found an icefall
perfect for training. Our instructor,
who was one of the senior most,
wasted no time in assigning the
most difficult ice wall to us (his
group or rope). The ice wall
happened to be the inside of a
massive crevasse. Even though we
were harnessed and roped up one
couldn't help but think of the
consequences of one wrong move.
I remember my legs shaking as I
heard the echo of a small rock that
was unfortunate enough to have
tumbled straight into the icy jaws
of the crevasse. As days passed
however, we got accustomed to the
crevasse and carried on with our
training without any hindrance.

One thing that played a major role
in our training was trust. Trust
your rope mates to belay you
responsibly, trust your instructor to
take care of your safety and trust
your equipment to be there for you
when everything else fails. As ice

craft ended we revelled by having
an intense Frisbee match, a sport
that is slowly gaining popularity
worldwide.
We were to load the ferry and then
move to camp 1 after which we
were to summit. The move was
tiring, but when all we could see
were clouds below us and the
looming snow-capped tips of the
mountains barely a few metres
away we were rejuvenated.
I remember feeling overwhelmed
by the sheer
beauty of nature.
We trekked up and set up camp
the following day. We had strict
instructions, 1.30 am tea, 2.30 am
breakfast and packed lunch and 3
am move to the summit.
We made it till Rambo rock at
17,500 ft and were elated. The
course had taken a lot from us
emotionally and mentally and
finally it was about to end. We
celebrated with pictures and videos
and some of us finally prepared
ourselves to go even further but the
weather gods had other ideas.
Along with snow we got terrible
whiteout conditions and it was
risky to proceed. Dejected, we
started on our arduous descent.

The next few days flew by and
before we knew it, we were back
on campus. It was a life changing
experience.

Learn to Respect the Mountains
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By [Aarushi Joshi]

This is the recollection of an incident
t h a t I e x p e ri e n c e d d u ri n g m y
advanced mountaineering course
cum expedition to summit Draupadi
Ka Danda 2:

My legs were trembling as I heard the echoes
of a stone falling deep into the icy jaws of a
crevasse. First day of Ice craft was not going to
be easy. Our instructor SS Bhandari was the
second senior most instructor at Nehru
Institute of Mountaineering. Naturally he chose
to make his rope (a group of trainees assigned
to each instructor) the best rope by subjecting
us to the most arduous training imaginable. So
there we were, careful of our every movement,
scared to fall prey to the deadliest predator in
the glacier. We continued our training for the
next 3 days with great conviction and by the
end of training the fatigue would lull us into a
deep sleep until it was time for tea.

“SIR, JAYASHREE HAS FALLEN IN THE
CREVASSE,” Thats when the fear and dread
caused us to leave our tent in a frenzy. Within
seconds all of us were flashing our head torches
into the darkness observing our instructors
who were trying desperately to take control of
the situation. We stood huddled close together,
the snow had begun to fall and Jayashree was
trapped 20 feet deep in the crevasse, her waist
stuck between two ice walls that had frozen
around her and her feet dangled at the top of
the 180 feet drop below her. We waited,
chanting in our minds, praying for her to come
out.

Source:https://www.pinterest.com/mountainworld/rocky-mountains-

As we trudged up the glacier in our crampons
and snow boots, we grew accustomed to the
crevasses across our path. It was no longer a
threat, just a crack in the ice that we had to hop
over. We had become averse to the peril these
massive cracks put our lives and safety in.
Everything was going according to plan and
thats when the ever unpredictable mountain
struck back.

We were scheduled to leave camp 1 for our
summit attempt of Draupadi Ka Danda 2
(5670m) the next day. Camp 1 was just 3 kms
below the peak. Precise instructions had been
given to us the previous evening at fall in. 1:30
am tea, 2:30 am breakfast and packed lunch and
3:00 am move.

“SIR, SIR!” we were woken by the shrill screams
of our course-mates. Before understanding
what was going on but sensing the urgency in
their tone, we all started shouting for our
instructors from within our tents first. The
instr uctor s tents were a cer tain
d i s t a n c e aw ay f r o m o u r s . We
had not gauged the seriousness of the
situation, we assumed it was something trivial
(like a bear sighting) and didn't leave the
confines of our cozy tent. Outside it was -10
degrees.

Source:https://www.pinterest.com/mountainworld/rocky-mountainsmountains/

Hot water was brought from the kitchen tent
to thaw the ice around her. Her hands were
bound with a long tape sling by one of our
instructors who went into the crevasse. All the
instructors pulled at the rope attached to this
tape sling. At about 3 am our prayers were
finally answered as she was pulled out of the icy
abyss, alive and unharmed. We all cheered but
the event had shaken us and with heavy hearts
we continued onward at 5 am. We failed our
summit attempt and returned due to bad
weather and white out condition. We graciously
accepted defeat- this time the mountain had
won.

(In collaboration with Musafir:
SNU Adventure Club)
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Opinion : The BREXIT Issue
By [Maria Siddiqui]

There has consequentially been immense
internal conflict in the polity of Britain barring
Cameron’s resignation. There were petitions
filed by residents who voted for ‘Leave’ saying
they were unaware of the severity of the
referendum and would like to revoke it. On the
other hand, Scotland’s EU dreams have been
imploded by England with the nation taking a
different stance from its overpowering
counterpart.
With Theresa May filling in the shoes of
Cameron and taking up the responsibility of
invoking Article 50 of the EU rulebook for
legally withdrawing from the 28-member bloc,
there have been talks of deferring the
negotiations until next year to avoid hasty
decisions.

Source:http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-politics-32810887

It all started in late February when David
Cameron announced a referendum due on the
23rd of June allowing Britain to part ways from
a 60 year old alliance with the European Union.
The country saw itself polarized into two
campaigns. While one felt threatened about the
economic sovereignty of the State, the other
emphasized the strategic importance of EU to
Britain. The date arrived immer sed in
anticipation and excitement only to end with
BREXIT headlines flooding our papers and
BREXIT jokes swamping our phones.
Britain voted out of the EU, denying itself the
prospective ‘special status’ Cameron had
bargained for in the European Council
meetings. Reports of a pro-EU Cameron’s
resignation emerged post his failed gamble. This
was not very encouraging for the International
financiers and global elites who were anchoring
their hopes against the advisory (and not legally
binding) status of the referendum.

With Britain being a major trade partner and a
prominent gateway for European trade, the
Indian economy will certainly take a beating.
However some economists and trade analysts
have argued that India could potentially benefit
in the long run. India is presently the second
biggest source of FDI (Foreign Direct
Investment) for Great Britain. Hence Britain
might provide India bigger incentives to
continue holding its interests. India could also
be an attractive market for cheap labour and
capital with the new restrictions on trading and
migration in Britain.
However, among repor ts of a crippling
economy and a weakening pound, online
holiday queries for Britain have spiked. So, I
guess not all of us are complaining, for now.

While many argued- Brexit was a crises in the
making for decades and tried to make sense of
Britain’s decision, others contemplated the
economic consequence of this step. The former
majorly entails the migration policy of the EU
which enabled easy immigration across
boundaries and allegedly cut into a chunk of
Britain’s low-paid jobs. This naturally triggered a
sense of resentment among a section of the
population, especially among the ‘non-elite.’
On the economic front, amid fears of political
and economic instability, the London stock
market plunged with a volatile currency.
Businesses and high-end investors continue to
be uncertain of the trade policies that Britain
will adopt following the departure and are
consequentially disinvesting in the nation due
to an increased risk factor.
India like many other countries was caught by
surprise considering the vigorous opposition
that had emerged over time from the
‘REMAIN’ campaign.

Source: http://www.cartoonmovement.com/s?q=brexit
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Freshers’16
By [Sanjana Gautam & Anirudha Singha Roy]

Exclusive content on:
Behind the Scenes and The Day!

Cover Story
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Behind the Scenes
By- Anirudha Singharoy and Sanjana Gautam

The format of Ms and Mr. Fresher comprised of four rounds
through which the participants were judged rigorously. A
new and interesting feature ‘Nominate your friend’ was
added. It was really thoughtful on the part of the Freshers’
committee as it helped in bringing out the shy talent of SNU.
The next round was a confidence round.
The participants were required to perform a specific task
given at the moment infront of the entire college
audience. This round acted as a good ice-breaker
between the seniors and the freshers. A plethora of
interesting performances were seen. From people
rapping old Ghazals to advertising Deo that make one
stink, this round had it all.
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The Treasure Hunt Round.
Here the top 30, were divided into six teams. These teams were
pitched against each other and raced against time to figure out
the clues referring to different areas on campus. Some of these
clues included “Enter this gate to witness seventy-seven more”.
This was a reference to B-Block.
“This was the best event, we have witnessed so far in SNU”
Channdasi Ganguly
The hurdle post Treasure Hunt was the personal interviews. It
was a 16 vs 1 challenge for the freshers. A panelist of 16
interviewed the freshers to know them inside-out.
Shortlisting 8 out of 30 was a very challenging task for the
Freshers Committee. After elaborate discussion and passionate
fights regarding the personal favorites the following were
finally scored to be the top 8.
Top 4 Ms Fresher: Garima, Anjali, Shubangee, Nishtha
Top 4 Mr. Fresher: Gautam, Adarsh, Akshay, Shaurya
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The Day!
There were multiple performances that enthralled the
audience by Inferno, Snuphoria and a magic show by 2015
Mr. Fresher, Yash Wadhwa.
Followed by a stunning performance by Raaga and Varija.
Arshi and Shiv were the Emcee’s of the night.
Yash captivated the audience by his magic.
Jigyasa, Divija, Nitish and the crew performed to the peppy
tracks and the audience couldn’t help but dance along.
Mihir, Abhinandan and the crew from Snuphoria ended the
beautiful evening with beautiful tracks leaving the audience
mesmerised.
The participants who were selected after so much scrutiny
were all very deserving. The theme of Mardi Gras brought
out the creative ability of the Freshers’.
Thus the best dressed was rightly awarded to Sanket Bose
(Best Dressed Male) and Shruti Iyer (Best Dressed Female).
Ms. Fresher: Shubhangee Goel
Mr. Fresher: Akshay Khenwa
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All’s well that Ends well!
The Freshers’Committee comprising of:
Aarushi Joshi, Shivani Chauhan, Shubham Joshi, Antas
Animesh, Naman Yati, Arshi Iqbal, Harsh Kalra, Shiv
Kashyap, Milan Nair, Amandeep Bhupal, Yash
Wadhwa, Siddharth Nishtala, Ashrita Maheskant,
Tarini Anchan and Anirudha Singharoy deserve a pat
on their back for putting up a great event!
The part of the evening the Freshers’ and seniors
enjoyed alike was the DJ night. There was an overall
environment of zeal, zest and enthusiasm.
The DJ was excellent and played the perfect tracks to
set the party mood.
Although there were a few people who were
disappointed by the constant interruptions, the energy
levels were too high to deter people from dancing!

Guide to Acing exams
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By [Aditya Badola]

How to study for examinations? Hm.
Interesting question.
I would have liked to believe that we
are super busy professionals who find
no time to spare for a gasp of fresh air
in a routine that’s a ticking time bomb
of deadlines, presentations and
intrusive inspections but who are we?!
Our life steams up around the
number of likes on electronic profiles
and raving about films. Then an outing
might occasionally pierce our hectic
routine and there goes another good
chunk of work-possible time. So by
the time the honbl. Controller of
Examinations presents us the date
sheet, our stress levels threaten to
increase tenfold.

tasks during your waking hours of a
day so that intervals that are most
feasible to squeeze
study time in become clear. Either this
or multitasking. But multitasking is not
everybody's cup of tea given the
situation that by the time the preshock of exams dawns on you, it
might probably be a little late to
actually categorise which subject to
study first. So be real about managing
different cour se mater ials and
references. Or, take a chance and pray
to the Almighty. And God forbid if
you're an atheist, you might really have
to get down to reading and revising all
your syllabus.

your newsfeed with your book
underneath it! Moreover, set a timer
for
a study break of 5-10 minutes. As
studies have often shown, the brain
needs as much rest as any other
muscle in our body.

Source:https://potsoupforthesoul.wordpress.com/2014/09/10/the-n-ways-to-be-painfully-interesting/

!

Source:https://www.missouriwestern.edu/griffonedge/checklist/

!

Source:http://www.clipartkid.com/pink-owl-reading-book-cliparts/

Solution? In the words of a wise
someone, hitch your wagon to a
shooting star and never look back. Or,
stop procrastinating! Set time limits for
all the assignments you get and try to
answer the questions before asking
dear Google. It is important to abide
by a tight schedule in order to
manage time utilised per task
efficiently. For convenience, you might
want to introspect a little and note
down the time you spend doing major

To this effect, you may want to
maintain a little record of all the topics
you have covered studying in a
separate notebook. Clarity of mind is
essential. Wr ite cr isp facts or
summaries of your chapters and
practice all exemplar problems. In this
regard, approach your cour se
instructors during their office hours
with any query you come across. This
will not only help you be confident
but also bond better with your
professors, which is an important
a s s e t i n t h e t e a c h e r- s t u d e n t
communication/relationship. With a
proper attitude, ever ything can
change-It will only appear tiresome
initially, besides the occasional
temptations to take a break and leave
the country but eventually, you'll get
the hang of it. If you're one of those
ver y-easily-distracted kinds, tr y
meditating for a while to bring back
your focus instead of scrolling through

This brings us to the crux of the
entire situation-sleep! Not only is a
good night's rest healthy for your
brain, it also ensures that your thought
processing becomes faster. In huge
relevance to SNU, make good use of
the library and consider sharing issued
course books when you're through
with it once or twice. Not group
study necessarily but if it works for
you, go for it! For certain concepts
that you don’t understand, pay heed
to LASC instr uctor s. They are
appointed to tend to your doubts and
you can absolutely take advantage of
that. In similar fashion, the student
mentor assigned to you can suggest
solutions to any other issue you might
be facing, academically related or not.
It is unrealistic to be an ideal student
all the time but self-control is the best
motivator. So let’s tune our flair of
achieving something outstanding in
the future into presently sweeping
good grades too!
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FEEDBACK ON MAX HEALTHCARE
A SURVEY REPORT

BY - SAARANG GAGGAR

The decisions we take, the culture we develop and the society we establish now, at SNU, is what will be carried forward by the future generations of
the university. At such a stage, it becomes very important to recognise our mistakes, acknowledge our strengths and to take appropriate steps
towards building a better society.
Campus Caravan, in this edition, decided to take a survey on one of the most primary issues – Healthcare.
An effective healthcare mechanism forms one of the most fundamental needs of the campus community – more so given the fully residential
nature of the university. The MAX Health Centre forms the most direct medical care infrastructure at SNU.
We bring to you raw data of the responses to the survey.
We hope that this survey would help the university administration to take corrective measures in the right direction and that together, we can be
partners in taking the university forward. A detailed analysis of the responses will be sent to you soon.
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The Freshmen Survival Guide

FRESHERS! THIS ONE’S FOR YOU!

By

[Inika Hazarika & Nimisha Upadhyay]

Welcome. We have been waiting for you. Shiny, curious eyes, fidgety hands and completely naive but it’s alright.
We have prepared a Complete Freshman’s Guide to this University and you will soon know how to converse with
the other life forms and navigate the treacherous terrain.
Jumping right into the campus characteristics:

• That thing around your necks with the beautiful
blue strap is your identity/ID card. Remember,
without it you are nothing. Nobody wants to know
your name, only your number. So when you meet
other SNUites, introduce yourself ONLY in the
following way, “Good morning. I am inmate
1610110167.”
• Make sure to wear it all the time because it is the
only thing that defines your existence and is a talisman at the same time. Even wear it in the bath
because trust me...they WILL KNOW.
• Watch out for the sinister seniors lurking beneath
the pillars of the library. They will ask you life
threatening questions such as “What is your
name?” (We’ve covered this one) and which
branch you’re from. Make sure you know all these
answers if you want to survive.
• Learn to make demands for your right to a treat
whenever the occasion arises. For instance, your
friend’s latest high test scores, birthday, new
clothes, crush walking by, or anything like that
means you are entitled, under the 67th Amendment, article 4, clause 5(C), to extract free edible
substances from any of the consumption manufacturing outlets available on your campus.
• Avoid Georgia at all costs unless you want to live
life as the typical cliché broke college student.

• Trying to get onto an elevator during peak class
hours is like trying to force your way into a
metro leaving Rajiv Chowk. Keep your war cries
ready. LIBERTY OR DEATH!
• Finding a Professor in their office when you need
their expertise the most is like spotting the Loch
Ness monster in the SNU Lake and it inspires the
same amount of awe.
• Rattus Rattus in your room? Don’t scream. Put
out some food and make new friends.
• If you see an owl perched on your cupboard,
don’t shoo it away. It could be your Hogwarts
letter. If you suspect you don’t have a drop of
magical blood in your veins, send it over to us.
• Pacify irate roommates with sacrificial offerings. (Hint: a steaming plate of Maggi).
• Stationary is your ammunition for education. Make sure you are always well-

stocked so that you can face challenges
all guns blazing.
• Put on your earmuffs for DJ night- or die
of ear cancer brought on by an overdose
of Yo Yo Honey Singh.
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• If you want to survive SNU’s party scene,
you should
• Know the intro music, the lyrics, the
background vocals and the beats to the
SNU Anthem: Lean On.
• I know you’re used to zipping around
in your parents’ super spaceships but
get used to the DCOW-121 Shuttle that
will take you the nearest populated
planet Noida Sector 16. Don’t forget to
wave at your fellow aliens residing in
the Omega, Gamma and Phi sectors).
• You can count on me like 1, 2, 3, I’ll be
there...The Adarsh Dhaba’s Jingle.
Remember whatever the time; your
parathas and butter chicken are only
one phone call.
• You can’t choose your friends but you
can choose your family in SNU.
Choose your clubs wisely, they will
make you an offer you can’t refuse.
• Pro-tip to survive the library: Learn
Levitation. DO NOT sit on the floors at
any cost. The guards are more possessive than Smaug.
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• know the ithe beats to the SNU Anthem:
Lean On.

On this note, we would
like to welcome the fresh
meat and remember, it’s a
jungle out there.
May the odds be ever in
your favour!
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CLUB
REPORTS

Shilpkulam

ShilpKulam, the Mechanical Engineering Society
of SNU
Orientation:
The club outlined its objective and its vision for
the forthcoming semester.
They introduced the three events – Design
Smackdown, Assemble It and Demolition Man
that they have planned for this edition of Breeze
and explained the basic rules involved.
They also took the opportunity to introduce the
multiple workshop series that they are going to
organize through the course of this semester
including those on SolidWorks and RC Aircrafts.
TEDx

A newest addition to SNU’s extra-curricular
community, TEDx Club was formally launched on
2nd April 2016 with an orientation programme.
Prof. Sharmila Samant from the Dept of Art&
Design gave a talk on how Art is perceived by a
commoner. She introduced her work in this field
through this talk. Ritwik Kumar, Neeraj Shetye
Yash Agarwal and Rishabh Bhandari formed the
founding Core Committee of this club.

A brief orientation was then organized for the
incoming batch of 2020 on 7th August. It was also
an
orientation
session
for
TEDxShivNadarUniversity, SNU’s first licensed
TED event scheduled on 13th November 2016. The
team revealed two speakers for the event; Shikha
Uberoi, India’s former Tennis No. 1 and Karan
Singh, a psychological illusionist. Both the
orientations received a brief orientation was then
organized for the incoming batch of 2020 on 7th
August. It was also an orientation session for
TEDxShivNadarUniversity, SNU’s first licensed
TED event scheduled on 13th November 2016. The
team revealed two speakers for the event; Shikha
Uberoi, India’s former Tennis No. 1 and Karan
Singh, a psychological illusionist.
Human Library:
We all must have come across the popular saying,
“Don’t judge a book by its cover”. TEDx Club
organized its very first event on 17th September
2016 to promote this idea. The concept of this event
was intriguing not only for attendees but also for
the organizers and the participants. Inspired by a
global initiative, SNU’s very own Human Library
was a captivating experience for all. A total of 8
real life stories from our very own community were
presented across eight spots around the campus.
Attendees were allowed to issue three “human”
books in their respective slots. According to
Rishabh Bhandari, one of the coordinators of this
event, “The main motive behind this initiative was
to build a sense of community building within the
campus”.
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By- Karan
Praharaj, Dhruva
Rao, Medha
Subramanian,
Saarang Gaggar,
Neeraj Shetye

Club Reports
The participants articulated their experiences with
myriad emotions that grappled the audience and forced
them to think about how different someone’s life can be.
Pranay Vaidya, one of the participants shared his
experience under a psychosis treatment. According to
him, this would help in creating awareness about
psychological illnesses that are often ignored. Prof.
Pradeep Jegannathan, Shreya Rathi, Avanth Gunturu,
Navjot Mundra, Sabarish Shankar, Daipayan Ghosh and
Divija Vasudevan were amongst the Human Books for
this semester. This was an attempt to unfold some
unheard stories in SNU, stories of love, passion,
FACTion

FACTion- SNU’s very own quizzing society started
things off for the semester with “Yakuza- The Freshers’
Feud”, the annual general quiz conducted for the new
batch.
At FACTion, they follow a tradition of having the theme
of the freshers’ quizzes based on various factions around
the world, and hence this year, Yakuza, which is the
name given to members of a Japanese mafia. This quiz,
being the first event conducted for the freshers, turned
out to be a massive success with a large turnout and great
participation. After the preliminary rounds, the top 6
teams were chosen for the finals.

Here, the participants were put through various rounds
such as an “Auction round”, where participants had to
bid for topics with the allotted “FACTion bucks”, a
“Pounce round”, and finally a Rapid Fire.
Minerva:
Named after the Roman goddess of wisdom. This
highly anticipated event saw massive participation from
all years, be it freshers or seniors, and even caught the
attention of a lot of the masters and PhD students.
Some of the innovative rounds in this quiz were the
“Grid round”, the “Audio Visual round” and the “Step
Sequencer round” which consisted of a set of three
questions for each team and the teams were given the
chance to either take a chance and answer the next
question, but if incorrect would lose their points.
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Kalakriti

MUNSOC

Orientation:

Orientation | Freshers' Event | Recruitment Stage 1

At the Orientation Kalakrit introduced the club to the
juniors and also a few of our existing college students.
During the orientation they spoke about the events
organized by us in the last few years and also told them
about the various guests that visited our college for
workshops. The juniors were then told about the
procedure to enter Kalakriti. Audience was given an
idea of what we expect from the new members and asked
them what they would expect from us. The event was
concluded with us taking questions.

As the tradition goes, the society organizes an event for
the freshers in their first semester, for the dual purpose
of introducing the freshers to the society and enlisting
both experienced and inexperienced on the society’s
ranks. This semester was no different, as the society
pulled off a successful orientation for the freshers, as
well as organizing a mock committee so the star
performers could be selected for the next round of
selections, which was the personal interviews.

Personal Interviews:
After multiple rounds of interviews, Kalakriti recruited The personal interviews of the shortlisted candidates
12 new members to our Kalakriti family!
was a brief affair, with a considerable number of the
shortlisted candidates getting provisionally selected in
Onam 2016:
the society.
Onam is a festival that originates from the state of
Kerala. It is generally celebrated by malayalis by making MUN 101: The Workshops:
a Flower Carpet (called Pookalam) to welcome their This again is a tradition for the society. The society tries
king, Mahabali. So, with the help of our Faculty advisor to teach the interested in the ways of debating and
and the enthusiastic members of Kalakriti, they made a ‘MUNning’ successfully, and thus transform them into
pookalam. The pookalam was made in D-block in front the complete MUN-ner with experience. This semester,
the society split the workshops into 3 parts, and taught
of Tulika Ma’ams office.
the concepts of MUNning explicitly to the interested
Diwali:
newcomers.
To celebrate the festival of Dussehra and Durga Puja,
Kalakriti decided to create a spectacular painting of
Goddess Durga. The abstract-type painting was 4 feet in
height and was made using chart paper and paints. It was
displayed during Dandiya night which was held by the
cultural committee.

By- Milan Nair, Aninya Gangal &
Vignesh Gurumoorthy
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Imprints
Orientation:
One of the most awaited club orientations. The special
guests for the event were Vice Chancellor Prof.
Rupamanjari Ghosh, Associate Dean Of Student Welfare,
Asst Prof. Nishant Mishra along with his wife and Prof.
Pramesh Ratnakar.

The hall was packed by the freshers batch 2016. The
audience was highly excited to meet the imprints family.
The orientation started with a dramatic entry by the two
hosts for the evening, Nikhil Miglani and Aditya Surendran.
It was followed by a formal introduction of the core of the
club comprising of Manu Agrawal, Nikhil Miglani, Akshay
Bharadwaj, Shreya Gupta and Shubham Srivastav.
Post the formal introduction, imprints staged a fun-filled
musical play, re-imagining SHOLAY through new
Bollywood songs. The entire play was superbly directed
and performed to perfection. The audience couldn’t stop
laughing.
Jebkatrey, the winning movie (by team Udant) of Irtiqa’16
was screened. It received the same applause and love form
the Freshers Batch as it did earlier from the entire college.

Words.ink
Orientation:
At the orientation Words.ink organised a small
event called ‘Literary Games: Part 1’. The game
began with traditional crossword as the first round.
The twist was that all the words were based on a
famous piece of fiction. It added an element of the
fan club. The next round was JAM
(Just A
Minute). Each team member was shown a famous
quote from one of the Shakespeare’s plays and they
had to talk about it for a minute during which one
could raise an objection if they went out of topic.
The third and the final round was a combination of
taboo and spellbee. All in all words.ink put up a
really fun inaugural event.
Freshmen Debate:
It is one of the annual events of the club and had a
wonderful turn out. Freshers were really
enthusiastic about the event.
Literary Games Part 2:
The rounds had certain changes. First round was
the evergreen boggle. The second was pictionary
and reverse pictionary. It was the most engaging
round. The audience was keenly absorbed in
guessing. The last round was classic scrabble.
Book Club:
Words.ink organised one of the meetings of its
book club. The books were:
A Cosmopolite In A Cafe by O'Henry
Khol Do by Manto
Hell Heaven by Jhumpa Lahiri

Finally, it was the time for the main performance of the
night. The most critically acclaimed stage play of Irtiqa’16
(by team Chaplins) ‘Meri Kahaani‘ was performed.
Everyone was stunned. The storyline, direction, the effects,
everything from the very start gripped the audience. The
play received a standing ovation from the entire crowd. It
was something the fresher batch had never witnessed.

By-Anirudha Singharoy & Sanjana
Gautam
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Snuphoria

#2 SNUphoria Nights :
SNUphoria started off the musical evening on
12TH August with a riveting Sufi performance by
Gaurav Mishra, Satvik Upadhyay, Navya Dahiya,
Urvi Ahluvalia, Rajagopal V. (Harmonium),
Lavanya Fulzele (guitar), Ashwin Kumar (Keys),
Rajat Mittal (Tabla). Abhinandan Menon,
Shubham Srivastava, Rajat, and Ashwin took the
stage for a Bollywood performance next,
followed by Shormee Mukherjee and Raghav Puri
who covered a beautiful rendition of a Jackson 5
song. Next up were Anirudh Udipi on the tabla
and Raghav Puri with his guitar, before Nishant
Vinayak owned the stage as he covered ‘Set The
Controls for the Heart of the Sun’ by Pink Floyd.
Rajagopal (Hindustani flute), Ashwin (keys), and
Lavanya (guitar) delivered an exquisite
instrumental performance of semi-classical and
Bollywood songs. Vibha Sarathy, Mihir Singh
Kothari, Ayush Bhattacharya (a.k.a. Bhatta), and
Anirudh Kishore (a.k.a. Idly) on the keys
performed a jaw-dropping cover of a Meghan
Trainor song next. Raghav Kaushik (vocals), Raj
(flute), Lavanya (guitar), Ashwin (keys) and
Srinivasan G Ram on the bass guitar performed
an Arijit Singh medley which incited thunderous
applause. With wrap-up impromptu performances
by Raj, Puri, Nishant, Shormee, Vasu Sharma and
Ayush Singh, it was truly a night to remember.

CLUB REPORTS
By - Vinay Krishna

Carnatic concert:
On 22nd September, Snuphoria also organized a
Carnatic concert on campus in B315 which was attended
by Mr. and Mrs. Rajiv Swarup and Prof. Snigdha
Biswas. All were in for a mesmerizing evening with
Rajagopal Venkat on the vocals, Aniruddha Iyer on the
Mridangam, and Nishant TA on the Violin. As they
moved from piece to piece, Rajagopal made it a point to
introduce and explain the ragas, the composers and the
background details of the compositions and contrast
between Carnatic and
Hindustani styles. It was
intriguing how the different compositions made a unique
emotional impact on the audience. The performers chose
a line-up that would oscillate between happy and sad
ragas to demonstrate the power that music holds over
human emotion. The beautiful concert ended left two
hours later and left quite a few in tears.
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Mythiya

The mythology society of SNU, Mythiya:

Focusses its events around discussions of mythology
and the legends of old. This semester along with
general discussions, Mythiya has held an orientation
for the freshman batch of students. The orientation,
consisting of two parts, with a general discussion on
the physics of Draupadi’s sari as a filler, comprised of
Shipwrecked amongst various random mythological
characters such as Draupadi and Loki and even Zeus
versus Thor and then, for the finalists, Dharamkshetra,
a court of law where all contestants, playing various
characters are judged by other characters and impartial
judges on their behavior during their lives.
Mistakes were brought forward while characters yelled
out their defences to a crowd waiting to judge them
and a jury anxious to condemn them if they were found
wanting. Arjun stamped the stage, while his son,
Abhimanyu, sweat nervously in front of the judges.
The second event conducted by Mythiya consisted of a
series of discussions, ranging from religion in the
Renaissance to witchcraft in Salem to widowhood in
India. The discussion mostly revolved around
questions of gender and expressing sexuality in various
corners of the world, in different times and ways. The
discussions continued to vary as more and more
members joined in and began to contribute to the
discussion and future discussions to have in the group.

ACM SNU Chapter

Events Organised this Semester;
Chapter Orientation:
Python 1:
Getting started with Python
Python 2:
Using python in everyhing with packages
Open Source 1 - GSOC:
Snu`s GSOCers sharing their experience with the rest
of the SNU community . an introduction to Free and
open source software FOSS
Open Source 2 - GIT:
Using Git Hub for version control and product
development
Android:
Getting Started with android Development
Introductory Machine Learning: The Naive Bayes
Classifier: It is aimed at providing a gentle introduction
to someone looking to study machine learning. We will
show how tasks like text categorization can be
elegantly solved by applying the Bayes Rule from
Probability. Text categorization is the task of
classifying text by assigning it a label drawn from a
given set of labels. For example: Is a particular email a
spam mail or not? Is a given news article talking about
politics or sports? We will briefly give an overview of
machine learning, explain Bayes Rule and the working
of the Naive Bayes Classifier. We will walk you
through an example and a working Python program
which categorizes news articles.
Intro To Competitive Programming: An introduction to
the world of competitive programming

By - Simran Handa, Paul
George, Sheikh Araf,
Manvendra Singh, Karan
Sharma, Ganesh S

The Adventure Club: Bhrigu

Lake Trek
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By- Adrija Chaudhuri

Why do we always go back to the mountains? Why does the prospect of aimlessly
trudging up a bare mountainside give us so much joy?
Let me try to hazard an answer. It’s because nothing really comes close to the
feeling of freedom you have when your phone is long dead and your wallet is lying
uselessly in a forgotten corner of your bag. The pang of secret excitement you experience
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when you recognise there’s really nothing between you and the elements. The gut
wrenching fear when you realise one wrong step could be the end.

The high of euphoria, stronger than any substance could give you, when you overcome a
challenging obstacle. The quiet sense of content when you look at the tapestry of the night sky,
pierced by more stars than you’ll ever see in the city. The numbness of an alpine cold that settles
deep into your bones, only to be revived by the unimaginable warmth from a tiny cup of chai.
The Bhrigu Lake trek, organised by the Adventure Club at SNU, was all this, and so
much more. When the 36 of us set out for the trek, almost all first timers, we had no idea what
was in store. A long journey to Manali was followed by a death defying Jeep ride to the starting
point of the trek. Tired out from the first climb, we were cheered by the warm chai, the blazing
bonfire and a deliciously hot dinner. The second day of the trek proved to be one where we
pushed ourselves, both physically and mentally, to points we never thought we’d reach. We were
rewarded for our pains by the peace and serenity of Bhrigu Lake. A short night time escapade in
the hills later, we were back at our camp, stealing warmth and cheer from a neighbouring
bonfire. We were exhausted beyond belief, but had probably never been more proud of what
we’d accomplished. The next day we made it down the mountain at a leisurely pace and, another
long journey later, were back at our homes or in campus, rejuvenated and with some amazing
new memories in our repertoire!
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Creative
Capers
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Hey SNUites, this is our creative space! Want to flaunt your amazing artistry or
flair for writing? Then send us your artwork and written submissions to
discover@snu.edu.in and get a chance to be published in the next issue of
Campus Caravan.

War Games
Of course, that was much before
any of you were born. You’ve
never known wars like that. You’ve
read about them, of course. In your
history textbooks. In novels.
Maybe you’ve been watching some
old movies.
Personally, I first heard about them
f r o m m y g r a n d m o t h e r. S h e
belonged to a generation that knew
of a time when wars were actually
waged by living, breathing,
bleeding human beings. She told
me about the long, forced marches;
the grueling training; the revolting
army mess gruel; the ill-fitting
helmets; the little superstitions the lucky socks and faded photos
carried around in torn camouflaged
pockets kept carefully folded when
not in use; the chain-smoking; the
unshaven beards and close shaven
heads; the bleeding feet and
bulging biceps; the pin-ups; the
carefully maintained moustaches;
the rows and rows of gleaming,
glinting medals and stars; the
tramping boots caked with mud;
the gas; the bombs; the bullets; the
stench of death; the trembling as
you tried to light a cigarette; the
sweat streaming down your
temples, soaking the collars of
your uniform; the heat; the cold;
the rain; the paranoia – enemies
everywhere; the memories that
haunted you wherever you went
long after the war had ended; the
promises of glory – unfulfilled; the
rata-tat-tat of the machine guns; the
thunderous explosions as grenades
rained from the skies; the
screaming missiles; the charred
corpses; the widowed widows; the
orphaned orphans; the bombed-out

rubble; the bunkers; the howl of
the air raid sirens; the pounding of
your heart; the agonizing pain that
a bullet burrowing through your
insides can bring; the scorpions;
the sharks; the stark scared face of
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a man at the end of your rifle and
at the end of his life; the lurch in
your stomach as that face
disappeared in a blossoming of
blood; the old jokes; the moments
of stolen peace and comfort;
retsina under the sun; the
occasional bliss that honest local
food can bring; the rage and
dissatisfaction that rationing can
bring; the thirst; the canteen; the
barked orders; the urge towards
insubordination; the fear of a courtmartial; the twenty gun salute; the
flag-draped coffin; the funeral
pyre; the burial at sea; the stirring
trumpets; the bagpipes; the drums;
the turbans; the knives; the
bayonets; the unfamiliar faces; the
familiar ones that haunt you in

your dreams; the throbbing of
helicopter blades; the rushing away
of the ground beneath the
underbelly of the bomber; the
wreckage; the fuselage; the dead
gunners; the AA guns; the
propellers; the bravado; the
machismo; the torpedoes; the oil
leaking from ruptured ships like
charcoal blood spreading over the
still blue ocean water, poisoning it,
killing it; the lurching; the ropeburns; the boom of the cannons;
the gleaming swords; the spies; the
assassins; the bureaucrats; the
maps; the crackle of the radio in
the morning; reveille; the mortar
shells; the whores; the precious day
s of leave; the hospital wards; the
severed limbs on stretchers
covered by white sheets whipped
away in front of nurses for a laugh;
the bitter taste of bile; the drunken
nights; the maddening stench of
death.
I don’t really know how Grandma
knew so much about the wars. I
don’t think she was a soldier: I
couldn’t imagine her with a gun in
her hands. Even my parents didn’t
know when I asked them. They
said they had begun to take her
stories for granted. They were as
much a part of her as her grey hair
and horn-rimmed glasses. They
had never thought of asking her
about her stories any more than
they would have conceived of
asking how old her lipstick was.
Now, of course, she isn’t around to
ask. But I still remember her
stories and I suppose that’s all that
matters.

Strangely, my grandmother never
told me stories until she got her
wheelchair.
“Why do I need a wheelchair?”
She used to ask, “My legs work
fine.”
“You never know.”
That’s what my parents always
used to say. You never know.
That’s why I was supposed to tuck
my pyjamas into my socks before
going to sleep — because, you
never know, a rat might crawl up
there, bite me and give me the
plague. And that was also why my
parents got a pre-nup because, you
never know, their marriage might
one day break apart and then where
would all the money go? It was
best not to have to worry about all
those messy details.
As a child, I yearned to break free
of all the limitations they put on
me. But even after I became an
adult, I stuck to the same habits. I
still keep an extra toothbrush in the
bathroom, still make a wish every
time one of my eyelashes fall out,
still update my will every year.
Because you never know.
Despite her initial misgivings,
Grandma quickly took to her new
wheelchair. So much so that she
refused to get out of it.
“But your legs work perfectly
fine!” My parents would yell
exasperatedly.
“I don’t care!” My grandmother
would yell back as she wheeled
herself to the bathroom, to her
bedroom, to the dining table, to the
TV. Maybe she was afraid that she
would break a leg if she stood on
her own two feet at her age. After
all, you never know.
I think more than anything
Grandma wanted to act her age.
The advent of the wheelchair saw
her conform to every old person
stereotype in the book. She started
watching corny soap operas and
feeding cats. She would take out
her old photo albums at least twice
a week and smile over the faded
monochromatic memories pressed
between the crinkly, slightly
translucent pages. And she would
tell me stories.

Every day after school and after
lunch, I used to sit down next to
her and listen to her talk about
sorties and generals and armistices
and kamikaze bombers. At first I
would be enthralled by her stories
but as I grew older, I started to
zone out, smiling and nodding
politely, every muscle in my body
tensed, just waiting for her to stop
so that I could go catch a movie
with my friends. Funnily enough,
my friends and I mostly used to
watch war movies.
After she died, some sort of guilt
drove me to write down every
single story she had ever told me
that I could remember. Where the
details were hazy, I made up my
own. Those pages are still lying in
my cupboard gathering dust. I’ll
show them to you someday. Maybe
someday you could get them
published. But not now. Let them
keep gathering dust for now, at
least until I become dust myself.
One day, Grandma told me about
what she called the evolution of
war. Of course, they’d had drones
even when she had been a girl.
Every other week you would read
about how they’d gone screaming
across the skies of Afghanistan and
opened fire on a wedding
procession, giving birth to a new
generation of enemies because a
new generation of humans was
killed off even before they were
conceived. But then that wasn’t a
problem specific to the UAVs.
Human soldiers had been doing it
since time immemorial.
So it was to reduce the collateral
damage and consequent bad PR
that drones were designed to
replace all human combatants in
the theatre of war. They’d already
eliminated the pilot, they reasoned,
eliminating the soldier was the next
logical step. What’s more, it would
probably shut up all the pacifists.
PTSD would be a thing of the past.
What wasn’t there to love about the
idea?
The effects were felt immediately.
The global mortality rate dropped
noticeably. War was in vogue for
the first time in years. But then the
expected happened: with loss of
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human life no longer a concern,
war became more and more
frequent. And while the loss of life
had decreased, the economic
damage remained the same. The
money all those people who in the
past would have been soldiers but
were now forced to produce earned
was pumped right back into the
robotics sector which soon
displaced tourism in most national
economies. Anyway, what with
most countries bombed out and
swarming with drones, nobody
really wanted to go sightseeing
anymore.
Then came the market crash. Fewer
jobs meant more problems. Exsoldiers with no other training
except in the art of war were the
first to lose their jobs. Some
decided to become self-employed
— militias and terrorist outfits
flourished. What with all the
suicides and bombings and suicide
bombings, the mortality rate went
right back up.
Ironically, the one organization that
could have absorbed the vast
numbers of the unemployed and
which had historically done so for
centuries was now completely
closed to them. With the change in
the nature of war, there had been a
change in the character of the
military. Now, you needed a
robotics degree just to enlist. The
reason for this was that people had
watched enough movies to know
not to make the drones too
autonomous. There was still a need
for designers and operators. The
army then became the domain of
the engineer. While the jocks were
becoming the homeless, the nerds
were becoming the jocks and
inheriting the Earth in the process.
It was like something out of the
Beatitudes
These were all problems that many
governments were working hard
towards ignoring. After all, these
things happen in times of war. And,
to be sure, the world was at war;
not for resources or land or any
ideology, religious or otherwise,
but simply because it could. It was
all about showing off the size of
your robotic arsenal, people be
damned.

And for a while, the people were
damned. Especially when some
people realized that blowing up
drones didn’t have quite the same
impact as killing human beings. So
they started targeting civilians.
Villages, towns, metropolises, all
wiped out on a whim. Thankfully,
some rather bright people came up
with the idea of making civilian
drones: cleverly disguised robots
that would be mistaken for humans
and then blown up. From replacing
the pilot to replacing the soldier,
they had finally succeeded in
replacing the citizen. All the same,
this could only go on for so long.
People soon learnt that, far
removed from the actual
destruction as they may have been,
even the operators were susceptible
to PTSD. After a record number of
235 psychiatrists were murdered
by tormented techies in a single
year, people realized that the war
had to end.
Easier said than done. Man had
developed a taste for war. Well,
he’d always had a taste for it, but
drone warfare had stoked his desire
to destroy. But what with the threat
of nuclear warfare looming on the
horizon and with the global
economy almost in shambles, an
alternative had to be found.
And it was found in that oldest
method of diverting aggression:
games.
The question of who actually came
up with the idea is still disputed.
Several world leaders have claimed
that the brainwave was theirs.
Conspiracy theorists say the idea
actually came from some nonhuman observers of mankind’s
follies. But perhaps the most likely
answer is the one most academics
scoff at but privately admit to be
feasible — that it was a sciencefiction writer who came up with
the idea first, long before the
problem even existed.
The idea itself was quite simple:
since war had devolved to a mere
machismo competition, a butting of
horns, as it were, for no gain or
purpose other than the act itself,
there needed to be some method of
reducing it to a simple recreational
a c t i v i t y. T h e e l e m e n t o f

competition would remain, but the
impact would be far less
devastating. But at the same time,
war couldn’t be trivialized.
The answer was to make it a
physical activity. After all, from the
Greeks to the Gretzkys, sports have
been a way of capturing human
attention and stimulating
competition. And although, in the
big picture, they don’t count for
squat, there was no way you could
ever get a sports fan to admit that.
Now, it could finally be put to
some use.
But this again raised problems.
Physical sports have always had a
tendency to exclude certain
individuals whose exclusion from
the therapeutic activity of war
might manifest itself in outright
rebellion and perhaps even
warfare. Thus, there was a need to
ensure that the physical
requirements of the game were
kept at a bare minimum while still
keeping it interesting. More
importantly, a mythos had to be
created around it to appeal to the
intellectuals and athletes alike.
Legend has it that a sports
journalist, a retired soccer player, a
Harvard game theorist, a short
story writer, a marketing team, a
war veteran turned peace activist, a
few historians, economists and
political scientists and several
liquor barons were locked up in a
room together to force them to
devise the rules for the new game.
It took them thirteen months but,
when they emerged, they also
brought with them the first official
rules for the game we all know
today as Kalinga.
The name had been chosen for its
phonetic appeal and similarity to
the names of several other popular
party games. The rules were nearly
identical to the ones used today
except the shuffle used to go
counter-clockwise and the number
of rounds used to be 33 before they
brought it down to the more
reasonable 24 we’re used to today.
The creators realized that history,
particularly the history of war,
already presented an established
mythos within which the game
could be structured. The game was
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designed to appeal to people of all
age groups and nationalities and
contained certain provisions by
which different regimes and
models of government could play
the game in slightly different ways.
You wouldn’t know about that as
most people are only familiar with
the home version that doesn’t
incorporate such details.

The game became immensely
popular, of course. People could
still participate in warfare without
anyone getting hurt. Well, without
anyone getting hurt too seriously.
But at the same time, the game was
so competitive that everyone took
it dead seriously. It was also, not
c o i n c i d e n t a l l y, e m i n e n t l y
watchable and the televization of
Kalinga greatly contributed to the
peace efforts.
Champions soon emerged. But
then people discovered that it cost
a lot less to make a Kalinga drone
than it did to train and maintain a
human Kalinga champion. It also
made for much more exciting
matches. So the drones were
brought back which made the nerds
happy. At the same time, the
maximum capability of a Kalinga
drone wasn’t significantly higher
than that of the best human players,
so the jocks could always try to
beat the machines as well. Which
made for even better TV.
The game was expensive, but
sponsorship deals covered most of
the costs. With that taken care of,
mankind could now devote all its
resources to solving important
problems like poverty and hunger.
The creation of the home version
of Kalinga allowed families to
play. Researchers discovered that
this significantly improved family
relationships and reduced
incidences of most psychological
disorders. No one wanted to be
antisocial anymore since Kalinga,
that amazing game, was
necessarily social. Those were the
rules.
So not only was war effectively
done away with by the advent of
Kalinga, its causes are also now
being slowly eliminated.

That’s not to say that all violence is
at an end, of course. There is still
the occasional disturbance in the
less developed parts of the world.
But that’s usually because they
haven’t got satellite TV yet. Once
they do, they’ll be able to watch all
the Kalinga tournaments live. The
other disturbances will end with
the rapid leaps and bounds
humanity has been making these
past few decades without war.
Now and then, a heated Kalinga
game will result in a disagreement,
sometimes a riot or stampede
which might even lead to fatalities,
but that happens with any sport.
And it’s still far better than the
alternative. A little bloodletting
beats a full-scale bloodbath any
day of the week.
And the good news just keeps on
pouring in. Recent studies indicate
that crime levels all over the world
have been falling because people
are too busy watching the Kalinga
matches on TV to venture outside
or, indeed, do much else. With the
revolutions in agriculture, food is
increasingly becoming less of a
problem, so you don’t even need to
worry about earning a living these
d a y s . A n d a n y w a y, t h e r e ’s
goodmoney to be made working
from home. You could always
become a Kalinga blogger like me.
The game’s so
complex that there are multiple
perspectives and strategies and
analyses of matches all over the
place and the market for all of
them is huge, Kalinga being the
phenomenon that it has become.
So yeah, things are a lot better than
they used to be. You lot should be
grateful you’ve got it so good. God
knows Grandma would have loved
to have seen this.
At least, I think she would have
loved it. I can’t say for sure, of
course. I didn’t pay enough
attention to what she said.
Now go get me my medicines. And
turn on the TV before you go – the
finals are on.
By [Sameer Abraham Thomas]
[MA English Final Year]
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For a Second
He looked at the couple, sitting on
the bench, sharing an ice- cream,
cuddling, and not caring about
anyone else present in the park.
And while earlier he would have
felt a certain kind of joy for them,
now he felt nothing but disdain.
These little gestures of young
lovers seemed futile to him, not
worthy of one’s time and efforts.
He somehow managed to rein in
his aggression and move forward,
but the world today was hell bent
on upsetting him for there now
came a couple from the opposite
side, holding hands. They were
doing things that once he would
have done, but which he now
found meaningless, like his life.
And so his mood, was finally spoilt
for the day.
It had been four years now since
she had all so abruptly departed,
without even bidding him a
goodbye. A relation which had
lasted longer than a decade, lost all
its value in that one second, when
she left. For months he had
languished in a self- inflicted
anguish, several times he had
contemplated to end his worthless
life but somehow he managed to
go on, and then one fine day, when
he woke up, he just didn’t care
anymore. He dedicated himself
completely to his work, cut off
nearly all his ties with any other
human and remained that way
since then. And though through
this he did not find happiness, he
surely found a way to heal his
wounds, or at least hide them.
She had been beautiful, not in the
way in which celebrities and poster
girls were, but in a way which only
he could admire. She completed
him, and so he believed that ‘a
thing of beauty, is a joy forever.’
But now he knew that a thing of
beauty was only a harbinger of
torment.

As he was exiting the park, he
looked behind to see whether his
four year old daughter was
following him. For half a second
he even hoped that she would just
disappear, but then she appeared
and filled his heart with more hate
than the couples ever could.
This little girl, with twinkling eyes,
chubby cheeks and a violet
coloured dress was why his lover
had left him, had left the world.
This little girl, who was innocent in
all sense of the word, was hated by
her father in a way that hardly any
child is hated.
In an indifferent way, he began
walking towards his car, not caring
about her little daughter walking
towards him on her short legs. As
he was about to enter his car, his
daughter tugged at his shirt sleeve
exclaiming,
“Papa, papa! See this flower I
found.”
“Get away from me!” He shouted,
whisking away his shirt sleeve out
of his daughter’s grasp. Today he
felt angrier than ever towards her.
And as he turned around to look at
her face, for a second he was left
shocked, his anger vanished,
because for a second he saw his
w i f e ’s f a c e i n s t e a d o f h i s
daughter’s. For a second he felt
pity on what he had become, for a
second he felt that there was no
fault of this little girl, that it was he
who was overly harsh and
inconsiderate towards her. For a
second, he felt that she deserved
the love that her mother would
have given her had seen been alive.
He felt a love for her then that any
girl deserves from her father, he
felt like repenting for all the hatred
he had shown her, but it all lasted
just for a second, and the hostility
returned.
By [PALASH AGARWAL]

[CSE - Class Of 2019]
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The Book of Memories
I keep reading it backwards,
Last words, hurt the most,
It gets easier, towards the
beginning,
when I knew you little,
You say, you never loved me,
Not when we first met, not now,
You say, you wanted to untangle,
Our magnetic fingers free,
We went to the sun soaked beach,
And you left my hand, left me
behind,
You ran along the shore,
As waves came, and filled the
sunken footmarks,
Maybe that was it, when I had to
listen,
Fading trail, telling me to stop
coming,
We slept in different beds,
We didn’t hear each other’s voice,
You were the barren desert,
I was the sea of emotions,
And we were to never meet,
But we did,
For some time,
And that was the beginningYour head rested over my shoulder,
Mine on your head,
And someone must’ve looked at
us,
Two strangers in a windowed bus
screen,
And thought,
It could be a movie,
A happy ending,

Song of the Stars
Oh the stars, they shined so bright,
shined so bright in the cloudless
night.
Oh the stars, they were missed so
much,
when night gave way to morning
light.
And how the stars always did
guide,
guide me on my life's ride.
And how the stars were always on
my side,
through my darkest and brightest
times.
The stars that were so loved by me,
loved by me and loved by thee.
Are now bound to drift apart,
'cause of their individual destiny.
Yet one day they'll all be together,
be together in some corner of the
galaxy.
Where they'll again glow bright
and strong,
for the rest of eternity.
But as of now the stars may have
dimmed,
and some may even have gone.
But still through the darkest and
the toughest nights,
the stars will continue to shine on
and on.
By [Palash Agarwal]
[CSE-Class Of 2019]

But, we followed different scripts,
We weren’t good at acting,
The search for your truth,
Your destination, I could never
arrive,
You were always a free bird,
Ready to fly.
By [Apoorv Katiyar]
Claire La Secretaire - WordPress.com

[CSE - Class of 2019]

Kashmir
You have started stitching your
words into kashmir,
pulling threads from the kashida
cushions of this bed,
your mother buried herself in
making you leave this graveyard.
She tries to convince you to fold
your hands into nationalism,
how you could you, you say we
have been living far too long as a
prisoner in our own home while I
sit on the steps of these narrow
steel stairs, accompanying silent
pigeons
I begin counting in urdu, I begin in
hindi,
I plead the numbers to stay a while
more longer, s t a y is letting go
I will put the Kehwa to boil, I
count in sign language folding my
chapped lips into english, come
back home, come as guest, come to
build a home of sugar lakes over
the wooden valleys.
Azaadi we have been waiting far
too long for you.
It isn't about religion anymore,
It’s about losing sight and insight,
are we still clutching onto Zan and
Zamin? What about our lives?
I met you the summer after
Kashmir, in the streets where trees
meet and our words come alive,
simmering off our lips in the heat,
but we were back in there
between blood and bullets
somewhere reminiscing
the days when monsters were only
under the bed.
Your mother waits as the pot
simmers in anticipation of your
arrival, her hands falter,
saffron falls as the floor becomes
crimson.
Bodies entwine there fingers with
kashmir, the dal screams, the dal
sees, do you?
Agony corners me in empty streets
where I run into men voicing
words for the world,
while not even in gestures to save
you,
Dal is drowning in grief.
Srinagar is losing tongues, Srinagar
is losing sight,
You are paralysed in zulm.
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Tell me how long till there is
nothing but crying valley offering
bouquets to the graveyard?
You used to find yourself in
Pahalgam in summers,
It awaits your arrival, the deodar
wake me up in night and
demand that you sink your feet into
the earth and stay.
Kashmir is burning, tell me they
are listening, tell me they are
thinking of us!
Your skin reeks of bodies and
names we haven't even been given
chance to love,
Your skin sheds itself into million
faces who have been buried
beneath the kingdom of deodars,
Your mouth rips apart into words
and cries at the howling silence,
I keep running into politics
savouring the blood on its tongue.
You keep running to nowhere, you
voice bounces back through walls,
What would Shahid say, Agha
Shahid Ali knew there was no
going back home
Kashmir is my shrine, Look what
they have done,
I know there are varying
perspectives to this, but this is how
I lose my lover
Kashmir calls out into the bleak
night, the dal sits, the rivers reek of
fresh blood, tell many how many
brothers you have cut tonight?
By [Vrinda Jotwani]
[Class of 2019]

He’d been dreaming of
Angels

He’d been dreaming of angels
Poised like ballerinas
Their faces draped in black,
Dancing to the trance of burning
moonlight
In the arms of the devils second
child,
Circling around the fires of death,
With all signs of return long lost;
The water around so still, in aw,
It wasn’t normal for the ripple to
not
Dance in sync to this haunting
hymn;
The skies reflecting the crowded
streets,
Bustling with people with hollow
insides;
And there are amidst them he sat,
On a boat made of the same
dreams that kept
Him afloat as everything else
pulled him down;
Fighting his troubles with god for
not being
Another insect of mediocrity;
Perhaps those dreams were his
only art,
His solace, his escape;
And so he waited, waited for the
explosions
Underwater to take place,
Hoping it would fix his mind,
make it ordinary,
Or maybe it would bring the rest of
the world
As he knew it, to where he was.
By [Keerti Singh]
[Class of 2019]
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Doodles by Aninya Gangal
[Class of 2018]
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